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1. Introduction 
       
The presence of perfect information in economic and financial transactions is fundamental to suc-
cessful financial contracts execution. In case where one market participant does not possess equal 
information about the other, the market is said to be operating on asymmetric information, which in 
turn impedes financial development.  1 Of all threats identified in the financial sector, credit risk at 
bank level enjoys attention as one of the major risks which depletes profit and cuts back on capital 
2  -thereby affecting trust and relationship between banks, investors and customers. Entities that 
thrive on lending such as banks and microfinance firms continually face a threat of borrower de-
linquency which results in credit risk and loss. Hence credit risk in the lending market is managed 
through different measures by lenders, central banks and other supervisory bodies to eliminate its 
adverse impact on financial sector stability. 

Failure to mitigate credit risk could result in loss of capital at a bank level and may ultimately affect 
the entire system. Banks and other financial institutions have a mandate to employ strong and 
adequate measures to manage credit risk internally. In an attempt to undertake this task, banks use 
such metrics as probability of default, exposure at default and loss given default. These measures 
aid the bank to not only predict borrower’s likelihood to default, but also determine how much 
would be lost in such event.

Strong credit risk management requires proper assessment of borrower information and monitor-
ing of paying patterns to ensure full recovery. . Without adequate borrower information, banks and 
microfinance firms fall into a trap of lending to delinquent borrowers. Lenders may raise loan prices 
in an attempt to compensate for the risk they assume, thereby inadvertently discouraging good bor-
rowers from acquiring loans (adverse selection). To properly address this problem, lenders require 
as much information about borrowers as they can access. This goes beyond interviewing borrowers, 
as they are likely to withhold any information which they believe would have a negative connotation 
on their credit worthiness assessment, thus deliberately misinforming lending decisions. In this case, 
lenders need mechanisms which can help source full borrower information which they can factor in 
their lending decisions.

A credit information sharing system, often called a credit bureau is a system which collects borrower 
credit information from lenders and other data providers, further arranging such information into 
credit reports which are used in loan underwriting by lenders. This financial infrastructure collates 
borrowers’ past behaviour into reports that help predict their likelihood to default or repay their 
loans satisfactorily in the future 3. Credit bureaus therefore play an important role in underpinning 
extension of credit to individuals and small businesses while providing a risk management tool for 
lenders.  
  1. Jappelli, T., Pagano, M., 2002. Information Sharing, lending and default: cross country evidence. J. Bank. Finance. 26 (10), 2017-2045.; Asongu, S., Odhiambo, N., Information 
Asymmetry, Financialisation and Financial Access. African Governance and Development Institute WP/18/019. 2018.
  2 M. Leo, S. Sharma & K. Maddulety. “Machine Learning in Banking Risk Management, A Literature Review.” 2017.; Dimitris Andriosopoulos, Michalis Doumpos, Panos M. Par-
dalos & Constantin Zopounidis. “Computational approaches and data analytics in financial services: A literature review, Journal of the Operational Research Society”. 2019.; KPMG 
“Non-Preforming Loans in Europe. What are the Solutions?”. 2018.
  3 World Bank Group “Credit Reporting Knowledge Guide”. Washington D.C. 2019.
  4. Asongu, S.A., Odhiambo, N.M., 2019. The mobile Phone, Information Sharing and Financial Sector Development in Africa: A Quantile Regressions Approach.
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 These reports help in loan assessment as they give information that assists lenders in their decision 
making, as thus mitigating information asymmetry problem 4. 

Credit bureaus are run by hi-tech companies which have invested in robust computer systems and 
servers to meet the needs of borrowers, lenders and authorities. Such companies also invest in secu-
rity systems to ensure that personal information in their host is not vulnerable to illegal access and 
misuse.

Limited reliance on borrower financial information is not ideal for both lenders and borrowers 5.  
Borrowers who do not have required financial information are given a “risky” score and then given 
credit at strict terms as lenders cannot determine whether such borrowers are likely to default or 
not. Likewise, a lender may reject a good borrower on account of absence of such borrower infor-
mation. Incorporating of borrower non-financial information in credit decision making comes in as 
a game changer and shifts reliance of lenders not only on financial information, but also from tradi-
tional credit bureau firms.

Although credit bureau provides this important information solution in credit decision making as a 
centralised hub, technology innovations are opening new channels and methods of borrower credit 
information sharing, thus disrupting traditional methods across. The financial sector has enjoyed 
innovation from technology firms which seek to provide seamless and cutting-edge solutions there-
by pushing financial risk management to a new level. In an era where data manipulation and model-
ling play a pivotal role in managing risk, there are possibilities for lenders who want to adopt robust 
models and analysis mechanisms to improve their credit decision making. But what risks do these 
technologies come with? Should supervisory agencies be concerned and what policy adjustments 
could be made?

To aid bank and non-bank lenders and supervisory agencies in developing sound frameworks that 
exploit these technologies while minimising their risks, this paper contributes to literature on the 
impact of data technologies in credit extension and credit risk management through information 
sharing. It explores possibilities that disruptive technology advancements bring to borrower credit 
information sharing and lending. It further considers potential risks and legal implications that come 
with these technologies. Finally, policy and regulatory considerations are discussed to address such 
imminent malpractices and risks.

2. Financial technology as a disruptor 
The dawn of financial technology (fintech) brought remarkable disruptive changes to business oper-
ations of the current time. This gave rise to the offering of financial services by these non-financial 
companies, thereby efficiently competing with traditional financial firms.  6 Consumer data analysis 
enabled banks and non-bank firms to grow their product offerings through improved customer sat-
isfaction and risk management functions. 
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Financial technology is defined as technology-based innovation that propels provision of financial 
services.  7These technological advancements that enhance infrastructure for access and delivery 
of financial services have penetrated areas which were centuries behind in development. To date, 
fintech credit is on the rise in various regions across continents. Growing levels of fintech-based 
credit extension are fanned by availability of the wealth of borrower non-financial data. Such lend-
ing models as crowdfunding and marketplace lending are enabled by fintech and have penetrated 
the lending market at high pace.

Mobile phone penetration in such areas as Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa has served as a catalyst to 
the explosive provision of financial services to the formerly underserved. GSMA published a report 
that there were 45 operating mobile credit services across the globe in 2015, with prospects of 13 
more upcoming similar ventures in the same regions.  8In addition, countries such as Georgia, Latvia 
Kazakhstan and the US have substantial evidence of fintech-based lending 9.  

According to Bank of International Settlements (BIS), fintech credit thrives in countries with less 
competitive banking system. 10 However, evidence shows that in Europe an uptake of fintech ser-
vices resulted in a decline in the number of bank employees while the use of computers at banks 
and at individual level increased.  11 This proves that as provision of financial services over fintech 
platforms rises, traditional provision of financial service fades off.  12 Even though these financial 
technologies bring great advantages in transforming the credit information sharing landscape, they 
also present novel risks which policy development should seek to address to continually ensure the 
safety and soundness of the financial sector. 13 

2.1. Big data and data analytics
Data analytics intertwine traditional and non-traditional data volumes covering financial behaviour 
such as spending and repayment patterns, social media activity and such other attributes of consum-
er behaviour. This technology allows great predictive power for creating great potential to enhance 
risk management and credit decisions for banks and non-bank entities.  14 Financial firms increasingly 
realise the importance of data analytics and harness this opportunity to unlock new markets, im-
prove their services offerings and strengthen their operations. More importantly, credit risk man-
agement at lenders’ level enjoys great improvements from this technology.

  5.Arnoud Boot, Peter Hoffmannn, Luc Laeven & Lev Ratnovski. “Financial Intermediation and technology: what’s old, what’s new?” European Central Bank. Working Paper Series. 
Discussion Papers. No. 2438 July 2020.
  6. Bank for International Settlements. “Implications of Fintech Developments for Banks and Bank Supervisors.” 2018.
  7.International Monetary Fund. “Policy responses to fintech: a cross-country overview” FSI Insights on policy implementation No 23. January 2020.
  8.GSMA. Mobile Insurance, Savings and Credit Report. 2015.
  9. World Bank Group. “Fintech in Europe and Central Asia: Maximizing Benefits and Managing Risks”. 2020.
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Data technology unsettles traditional financial risk mechanisms of the 21st century. Notwithstand-
ing the robustness of financial risk management mechanisms in the financial sector to date, this 
technology poses new opportunities and threats towards credit risk management across the board. 
In the pre-digital revolution era, lenders employed predictive models to aid credit decision making 
such as credit scores. Credit scoring was based on providing weight on borrower’s past behaviour to 
inform new credit decision by a lender. 

In countries such as China, where borrower financial information is scant in the banks’ database, 
credit underwriting is lagging behind since comprehensive borrower data is not available.  15 As a re-
sult, the use of bigdata technology came in as a handy and efficient approach to address information 
asymmetry problems in their lending market 16.  

Even though data analytics technology has transformed lending decision making, it depends on 
human intelligence to make judgement and their ability to provide reasons influencing such judge-
ments. In the fast-paced world of today, reading borrower scores and making credit decisions is 
prone to errors as different borrowers may have a similar score though their inherent risk would be 
tremendously diverse. Thus, data analytics alone could not provide robust and optimized risk man-
agement and lending decision making.
 

2.2. Artificial intelligence and machine learning 
Artificial intelligence (AI) as a technology has the potential to completely change the financial sector 
landscape.  17 This technology presents problem solving, learning and modelling attributes 18 -which 
are useful in managing risk even at financial firms’ level. Artificial intelligence adds a layer of robotic 
decision making in credit decision making as it mimics human abilities and boosts turn-around times 
acutely, thereby improving on human-run data analytics limitations. As lenders want to stay on top 
of the game by being able to identify lucrative opportunities in the market and harness them, ability 
to minimize risk exposure is critical. Artificial intelligence technology enables banks and nonbank 
firms to make quick, efficient and proper decisions based on loads of big data about a borrower, 
without human intervention and manipulation. This technology has proven to standardize and grow 
credit extension seamlessly. 19  

10. Stijn Claessens, Jon Frost, Grant Turner & Feng Zhu. “Fintech credit markets around the world: size, drivers and policy issues”. BIS Quarterly Review. September 2018.
11. Arnoud Boot, Peter Hoffmannn, Luc Laeven & Lev Ratnovski. “Financial Intermediation and technology: what’s old, what’s new?” European Central Bank. Working Paper Series. 
Discussion Papers. No. 2438, July 2020.
12. Majid Bazarbash and Kimberly Beaton. “Filling the Gap: Digital Credit and Financial Inclusion.” IMF Working Paper. IMF Monetary and Capital Markets Department. WP/20/150. 
2020.
13. Stijn Claessens, Jon Frost, Grant Turner and Feng Zhu. “Fintech credit markets around the world: size, drivers and policy issues”. BIS Quarterly Review. September 2018.
14. Ankita Srivastava “How to manage credit risk effectively with the use of data analytics?” Clairvoyant. July 2019.
15. Asian Banking and finance. “China’s credit bureau system can improve loan underwriting, blunt credit risk on consumer loans.” July 2014.
16. Josh Mackenzie. “How Machine Learning and Big Data is Changing the Future of Credit Risk Management.” Ivey Fintech Club 19 December 2018
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The ability of AI to capture borrowers’ behaviour to provide strong predicted human patterns and 
judgement presents a great opportunity for lenders to employ this technology in loan underwriting, 
credit risk management, and credit scoring functions.  20 Even though credit bureaus offer credit 
scores of borrowers and reports on their credit history to aid lenders in loan assessment, AI innova-
tions have potential to erase the need for these mechanisms in their current form.

Under AI, lending decisions will be supported by borrower data analysis and algorithmic predictions 
conducted by computers.  21 This technology has a potential to replace human intervention as it is 
trained to make human-like judgements after evaluation of volumes of data at high velocities. Be-
cause of its attributes and benefits of advancing access to credit across the markets with effectively 
managed risk, AI is the future of financial services provision. Despite its praise-worthy attributes, AI 
cannot be a stand-alone technology. AI relies on the availability of rich consumer information, other-
wise ill-informed robotic decision making which could lead to catastrophic results.

Machine learning (ML) as a branch of AI is touted as a technology that brings crucial solutions in risk 
management through forecasting models.  22 For lending firms, this technology brings an advanced 
layer of managing, reporting and integrating different risks into the enterprise risk management 
framework. Furthermore, machine learning models integrate the use of data and computer abilities 
to predict human actions, thus bringing solution to the problem of information asymmetry in the 
lending market. 23  

Through the use of historic data and formulas, ML allows computers to “learn” data attributes with-
out explicit programming, thereby developing insights that equal or even surpass those of a human 
analyst. This technology allows lenders to determine borrowers’ risk and loan pricing in a more 
advanced manner. Credit evaluation techniques such as borrower credit scores are embedded in this 
technology to provide strong assessment of borrower credit worthiness to lenders. Realistic interac-
tive interface and effective decision-making abilities of this technologies will interact with consum-
ers on behalf of humans such as bank tellers and make real-time credit decisions based on already 
available information databases.

A company called ZestFinance employed artificial intelligence technology to advance less risky 
lending in China. Through the use this technology, ZestFinance reports that they increased lending 
by 150 per cent 

17. Stephan Bredt. “Artificial Intelligence in the Financial Sector-Potential and Public Strategies.” Frontiers Research Topics. January 2020.
18. Oscar Firschein, Martin A, Fischler L., Stephen Coles., & Jay M. Tenenbaum. “Forecasting and Assessing Impact of Artificial Intelligence on Society.” June 2019.
19. Financial Times Magazine. “How developing nations use tech to reach the ‘underbanked’.” Special Report: Middle East and Africa.  Fintech. 2020
20. Paolo Giudici. “Fintech Risk Management: A Research Challenge for Artificial Intelligence in Finance.” November 2017. 
21. Principa. “Data Analytics 101: Turning Credit Risk Managers into Data Addicts.” September 2016.
22. M. Leo, S. Sharma & K. Maddulety. “Machine Learning in Banking Risk Management, A Literature Review.” 2017.
23. Majid Bazarbash. “Fintech in Financial Inclusion: Machine Learning Applications in Assessing Credit Risk.” IMF Working Paper. IMF Monetary and Capital Markets Department. 
WP/19/109. May 2019.
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without increasing credit risk.  24 This form of credit underwriting and lending thrived where for-
mal credit bureau information is highly limited and unreliable, opening a new opportunity to make 
informed lending without the use of credit bureau information.

In South Africa, a company called Principa develops credit scorecards to improve credit risk manage-
ment for lenders.  25  Such innovations as this shifts credit decision making to a data-centric models 
which leave aside the need for a traditional credit information bureau.

2.3. Blockchain as a financial technology
Blockchain is a data provision technology also known as a distributed ledger. This technology has 
the potential to eliminate the need for the middleman and match-making platforms. Blockchain 
technology provides various participants in a network and the ability to access and exchange heavily 
encrypted data among themselves. 

Blockchain technology enables the transmission of borrower credit information to multiple lenders 
who share and use information units across the financial sector without referrals on any third-party.  
26 As a result, blockchain does not carry transaction costs similar to when borrower information is re-
trieved from a credit bureau. This technology pushes risk management costs lower for firms as they 
continually seek efficient ways of doing business. 27  

Financial service providers that harness the opportunities opened by this technology realise that 
they do not need centralised hubs of information in their business decision making as blockchain 
does the same job with less costs and time.  28 This is because blockchain technology builds water-
tight data blocks that are verified by different users and are therefore robust, transparent, im-
mutable and reliable. Once information is stored in a block it cannot be altered or deleted. 
29 Moreover, lending based on blockchain has emerged and happens even in non-financial firms, 
thereby directly competing with bank-based lending. 30

One study in Germany proves that blockchain-based lending could be rewarding. 31  This project used 
deep learning abilities to match borrowers and lenders and recommend lending. In addition to the 
competition that this technology presents to traditional financial services providers’ operation, it 
also brings remarkable value-adds. Blockchain technology further strengthens such areas as fraud 
management, know your customer and verified payment records. 32 

24. Saqib Aziz and Michael Dowling. “The role of artificial intelligence and machine learning in risk Management”. The CLS Blue Sky Blog. August 2018.
25. Principa. “Achieve Optimal Decisions with World Class Scorecards”. 2020.
26. GDS Link “Blockchain Lending Opportunities in Financial Services & Risk Management”. 2017.
27. McKinsey and Company. “The Future of Bank Risk Management.” McKinsey Working Papers on Risk 2015.
28. Sabyasachi Chakraborty, Satyabrata Aich, Sim Jong Seong & Hee-Cheol Kim. “A Blockchain based Credit Analysis Framework for Efficient Financial Systems”. International 
Conference on Advanced Communications Technology (ICACT). Conference Paper. February 2019.; Deloite. “Blockchain risk management Risk functions need to play an active role 
in shaping blockchain strategy”.
29. Isaca. “impacts of Blockchain on the Auditing Profession.” Digital Transformation. Isaca Journal volume 5. 2018.
30 Celine Chen. “Redefining Financial Lending with Blockchain”. Plug and Play. Blockchain. 2018.
31. S. B. Patel, P. Bhattacharya, S. Tanwar and N. Kumar, “KiRTi: A Blockchain-based Credit Recommender System for Financial Institutions.” IEEE Transactions on Network Science 
and Engineering. 2020.
32. Eric Brown. “What is the Value of Machine Learning? The Case of Credit Card Fraud Detection”. Advanced Technologies: Financial Services. RCG Global Services.
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3. Need for improved legal framework
Despite the opportunities presented by data sharing and analytics solutions in the lending space, 
there are serious risks that may outweigh the benefits if left unattended.  33 It is crucial for credit bu-
reaus, financial and non-financial firms, not leaving behind regulators, to understand the disruptive 
potentials of data technologies and create strategies and policies accordingly. Furthermore, finan-
cial stability and consumer information privacy remain important areas that must be approached 
with care. It is therefore important for legislators to device new methods to address these risks 
while allowing entry for fintech services in their respective jurisdictions. Policy and regulatory con-
siderations to mitigate risks emanating from data-based lending technologies are discussed below:

3.1. Protection of personal information 
Some fintech companies may use non-traditional data to create credit worthiness scores or reports 
for borrowers, but this has potential of violating personal data laws. Legislation should draw limits 
on data used by private and public entities to avoid open-endedness on borrower information ex-
change that would otherwise exist.

Given that credit reporting laws provide for sharing of consumer information between credit pro-
viders and authorised credit bureaus, distributed ledger technologies allow for open sharing of 
borrower information among participants, which in this instance may not be authorised legitimate 
recipients of such information, thus undermining existing laws in many regions. Moreover, consum-
ers should be notified of their personal information that is held by data companies, and thus giving 
consumers an opportunity to grant or deny those companies a right to retain and use such data. 

For the purposes of allowing regulators the ability to do their supervisory job properly, legal frame-
works should offer mechanisms through which authorities have control over access to personal data 
held by data companies, whether locally or abroad.

Credit reporting laws stipulate borrower information retention periods 34  -and these periods allow 
for the non-use and deletion of older borrower data held in the credit bureau. Under increasing 
data-driven lending, the laws should stipulate how different data holders or blockchain participants 
should handle and most importantly use such borrower data hosted in their computer network, thus 
observing legal retention periods for a common purpose.

Within the current legislation and best practices, borrowers can query their records in their respec-
tive credit reports if they believe such information is incorrect. 35 Credit reporting laws give the reg-
istered credit bureaus the obligation to conduct investigations on such queries and correct borrower 
data if found incorrect. A similar mechanism should be in place for borrower information held and 
used in blockchain networks.
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3.2. Discriminatory algorithmic models and in 
 formation repurposing
On the upside, big data helps lenders address such problems as adverse selection in the lending 
market. However, on the downside this technology has such undesirable effects as credit denial and 
harsh lending terms for “riskier” borrowers.
Disruptive technologies such as machine learning and AI have a potential to infuse biased credit 
decision making in the market due to the data parameters employed.  36 Some lenders augment a 
borrowers financial history with their social information such as their residence neighbourhood, 
their family relation, borrower’s footprint on the internet-of-things, phone call history, social media 
activity, etc. to arrive at an informed lending decision. 37 Even though this opens an opportunity to 
lend to individuals who would otherwise not have supporting credit history, it also creates a 
discriminatory element in lending decisions. 38  

Borrowers could be denied loans based on their relationship with, say, delinquent persons, thus tag-
ging them guilty by association. The laws already prohibit lenders to use such information as race, 
religion, marital status etc, to determine creditworthiness of borrowers. 

Secondly, big data and blockchain practices are guilty of information repurposing. This practice is rife 
in firms which use digitized information sourcing where they use information that was collected for 
a certain purpose for another reason to which the information subject did not consent in the first 
instance. If unattended to properly, this practice may encourage the unlawful sourcing of consumer 
information and reselling it to firms which would make undue use of it.

Credit scoring and algorithmic models for credit decision making should be limited on which factors 
to consider to ensure fair lending. Moreover, regulation should cover what forms of consumer infor-
mation can be repurposed in financial decision making concerning such individuals in the future.

33. Paolo Giudici. “Fintech Risk Management: A Research Challenge for Artificial Intelligence in Finance.” 2017.; Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. “Implications of Fintech 
on Banks and Bank Supervisors” Sound Practices. 2018.
34. World Bank. “Credit Reporting Knowledge Guide 2019”. Federal Department of Economic Affairs. World Bank Group 2019.
35. Ibid.
36. Peter Bannister. “Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning: The Risks of Algorithmic Bias.” 2020.; Dominique Guegan, Peter Addo, Bertrand Hassani. “Credit Risk Analysis 
Using Machine and Deep Learning Models.” SSRN Electronic Journal. 2018.

37. Kaveh Waddell. “How Algorithms Can Bring Down Minorities’ Credit Scores.” 2016.
38. The World Bank Group. “Disruptive Technologies in the Credit Information Sharing Industry: Developments and Implications.” Fintech Note No.3. 2019.
39. World Bank. “Credit Reporting Knowledge Guide”. Federal Department of Economic Affairs. World Bank Group. 2019.
40. McAfee. “Economic Impact of Cybercrime – No Slowing Down.”
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3.3. Maintain fairness in consumer credit reporting
Fair credit reporting laws provide for consumers to know what information is used by lenders to con-
duct their credit worthiness.  39 These laws also provide that consumers should know which informa-
tion paints a bad imagine of their credit history and can query such information and amend or correct 
it in case it has been proven to be incorrect or inadequate. In case where machines use big data for 
assessing consumer credit worthiness, borrowers will not easily know, or might completely not know 
what information was factored in their credit scoring and loan underwriting. Where lenders use big 
data models to underpin their loan underwriting processes, such activities should equally be regulat-
ed to ensure that lenders adhere to all standards as provided for in the law.

3.4. Cyber security
Cyber risk emanates from crimes committed with the use of network systems and applications. It 
includes such things as information theft and hacking.

The cost of cybercrime goes beyond monetary loss; it transcends into opportunity cost and loss of 
trust by users. 40  Regulators should start to scrutinize, as part of risk-based supervision, institutions’ 
policies on investment in security technologies. As institutions that play critical roles in the economy 
suffer different crime hits, regulators should standardize cyber risk combatting mechanisms and con-
tinually improve them across the board.

The use of big data in fighting identity theft should be bolstered in the lending markets. The incor-
poration of Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates of consumers’ mobile devices can create a 
strong hedge against malicious activities carried out online. Moreover, the implementation of biomet-
ric systems to secure online activity should be enacted.

3.5. Regulatory sandboxes
Oftentimes regulation follows innovation. In performing their responsibility of ascertaining the 
safety and soundness of the financial system, regulators lag behind in developing legal frameworks 
in response to technological innovations which transform traditional financial services provision. In a 
case where such innovations are not provided for in the law, it is advisable for regulators to create a 
closed-circuit environment where such products may be piloted while monitoring their impact on the 
entire financial system.  This is done to inform the decision whether to allow such a product to enter 
the market or to ban it entirely, given their risks to the sector.

A regulatory sandbox is an arrangement that is meant to harbour new fintech solutions to allow them 
to be delivered at a relaxed regulatory regime, but still under the surveillance and guidance of the 
regulator.  42 Furthermore, this arrangement allows service providers to pilot their products without 
exposing the financial sector to any risks. 43 
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4. Conclusion
The proliferation of borrower non-financial information shifts dimensions of credit risk management 
and lending models. 41 This opens new ways of sharing borrower information and extending credit.

Allowing fintech products such as the ones discussed in this paper to operate under sandbox arrange-
ment protects the sector and the data subject from malpractices by fintech companies. This also 
allows regulators to appreciate them and amend the laws accordingly while maintaining the sector’s 
safety, ensuring delivery of efficient financial services and thereby allowing for financial inclusion for 
initially marginalised populations.

Big data and artificial intelligence bode well for the availability and analysis of information which can 
be used in designing suitable products for consumers, thereby driving financial inclusion. However, 
possible elements of malpractices in these technologies create room for the improvement of regula-
tory legislation and overall product development.

To further smoothen the use of data technologies in the lending market, regulators should consider 
extending their risk-based supervision framework to address cyber security at the bank and non-bank 
level. This will help in avoiding risks that can collapse the financial system.

As improvements in the data economy shift the reliance of lenders from existing traditional methods, 
banks and credit bureaus should capitalise on their wealth of experience in the financial sector and 
improve their services to stay in the game.

Lastly, while this paper did not explore the overall reliability of these technologies in bad times, it is 
worth noting that the full potential of data-driven lending has not been seen yet. The resilience of 
such models will be proven during economic downturns. Therefore, the abrupt switch of lenders to 
these models may be detrimental in case they eventually fail during any economic or financial crisis 
phase. There is therefore need for further studies to assess the robustness and potential resilience of 
these technologies as far as credit extension and financial stability are concerned. 

Powering the African Economy

41. International Monetary Fund. “Fintech in Sub-Saharan African Countries: A Game Changer?” IMF African Department No.19/04. 2019.
42. UNSGSA. “Briefing on Regulatory Sandboxes.” 2018.
43. Baker McKenzie. “International Guide to Regulatory Fintech Sandboxes.” 2018.


